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CHAPTER - 4 
SELECTION OF MACHINERY WITH SPACE,MANNING AND 




This chapter detE~mines the number of machinery required 
at sub-process levels for modern,intermediate, KVIC and 
traditional technologies. This is essential as the processing 
machinery of the alternative technologies vary with the produc-
tion capacity, floor space, power consumption and the manning 
level. The assesment of the machinery requirement should also 
take into account the sufficient level of processed materials 
which has to be maintained at each sub-process level to avoid 
shortage. A balancing in the number of factory units for alter-
native technologies is essential ,for example, the comparable 
level of output (Q) is determined on the basis of the modern 
technology which could be produced in a single factory. Whereas, 
the same output could not be met by intermediate ,KVIC and tra-
ditional technologies in single factory unit . These technologies 
would require more than one unit to meet the co~parable level of 
output. The input-output balancing of the units between the 
modern, intermediate and traditional technologies would ensure 
thac the output ofall twelve alternative tec;~.1ologi~:.,s would 
give the comparable scale of output (Q). 
S c .1. .::__c t i o n o f ~1 a c h i n e r \' 
When the textile production is organised under factory-shed, 
it is of utmost importance that each sub-process produces a 
balanced output for the next process, i.e excessively surplus 
output or unutilised capacity in any sub-process level is not 
desired, This brings forth the notion of fully e~ploited technical 
economies of sccle. The constraints of high capacities of the 
Opening and Cleaning ,Sizing and Warping machinery lie in their 
indivisibility,while the other sub-process machinery are fairly 
divisible, which suggest that the unit size with 2,5000 spindles 
would explmit the technical economy of scale, although, beyond 
this capacity there may be some manage~ent and administrative 
economy. The total investment cost(Chapter.-2) may vary on the 
type of product selected (UNIDO -1967) and there may also be 
limitations on the range of products manufactured by the tech-
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logies (Pack, 1976). The selection of machinery would therefore 
be based on these considerations. As stated earlier, the 
products are,intermediate output of 32s yarn count and the final 
output in the form of grey cloth with 54 picks and 54 ends 
construction. These are assumed to be produced with all the 
technologies without largely affecting the quality of the output. 
The selection of machinery would therefor~~take i~to eonsidera 
-tion the technical economy of scales , product type, sub-
process level wastage, maintenance practice and on the surplus 
level of output in each preceeding sub-process level in order 
to accomodate any production loss due to machine break-down or 
other related failures. It is to be noted that the selection 
would be influenced as to whether the output is ~n intermediate 
or final product. If a unit is producing intermediate yarn to 
supply the handloom sector then additional sub-processes VlZ. 
Reeling ,Bundling and Bailing Press beyond the spinning section 
would be required in order to market the intermediate output. 
The composite units which produce grey fabric do not neec these 
sub-processes. However, the sub-processes in the Traditional 
technology may not function identically to the modern sector.They 
may make very little use of equipment,but employ labour for 
certain tasks , such as, Warping . As it was considered to use 
alternative sources of machin~~Y in the modern sector, it may 
arise that a single source of manufacturar for a c~mplete 
process would not be available. In such circumstances, the sub-
process machinery would be substituted by alternative manufacturer~ 
of the same country source at identical price. 
Modern Sector Technolooy 
The technical literature on modern sector contains information 
on speed, power and floor space requirement of the machinery 
and also the recommended level of effeciency on which these 
machinery can be operated. The spinning and weaving plan from 
the manufacturer specifies the levels of manning and recommended 
effeciency which can be expected from machinery at particular 
country condition. These information were collected from the 
manufacturers of alternative technology sources viz. UK, Japan, 
Rumania and India to construct a complete process machinery. 
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However, such information is more complete for spinning 
machinery than the weaving. This is because the development 
of the textile industry in Bangladesh had been emphasised on 
the expansion of spinning capacity since 1973. The information 
on weaving machinery, however, has been compiled from different 
sources and a complete composite technology has ultimately been 
constructed here. 
Spinning Unit 
The selection of machinery has been based on the expected 
capacity of the machinery which has been estimated from the 
maximum rated capacity and from an account of machinery effe-
ciency as recommer1ded by the manufacturer. The balancing of 
each sub-process level output is based on daily production. The 
number of spindles for the balancing of Blow-Room output has 
been estimated to be almost 25,000. As the information on s~indle 
speed, expected effeciency and production are available the pro-
duction in the spinning sub-processes can be calculated. FrGm 
the spindle output and the quality of yarn, the net output 
required at each sub-process levelsn also be caloulated takinQ 
into ar~ount the wastage level. Furthermore, the output :evel 
at each sub-process kvel need to take note of the output loss 
due to maintenance work and probable breakdown and over and 
above a provision for buffer output level should be there for 
maintaining a balance in the complete production process. The 
number of machine required at each sub-process level can be 
calculated from the required level of output. These have been 
calculated for alternative machinery sources viz. UK, Japan, 
Rumania and India and given in table 5.1. The table shows that 
the number of machinery for alternative sources vary at the sub-
process levels ,for example, for Carding, the UK technology 
requires only lS machines, whereas for Japan and India ,it is 20 
and for Rumania 22 machines. The machinery for other sub-processe: 
~ay also vary and is shown in table 5.1. The table also gives 
the installed power requirement for eac~ machinery at the sub-
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Not~: ~/ S or s : Shift; ~/ 480 spindles/frame and 52 frames: £1 432 spindles/frame and 5~ frames. 
SOURCE: Manufacturer's Literature aQd Textile Mills Corporation,Bangladesh. 




The Ring-finishing machinery viz. Bailing and Cone-Winding, 
Reeling are/Z~~o available fro~ all alternative sources. It ha~, 
been found that the Reeling machinery are available from the local 
manufacturer, while the Bundle 2nd ~ailing Press have mainly 
been supplied to the RTMC from the Indian source.Therefore.the 
sources of these machinery would b~ assumed accordingly and be 
* identical / The Cone-Winding machinery was not available from 
the UK source and had to be substituted from the French. This 
was based on the broad assumption that if machinery sources from 
UK if not available then they would be substituted by ~estern 
Europe or North American sources. Air-conditioning machinery 
for all alternative supply sources have been assumed to be 
identical as the machinery available from alternative sources 
vary considerably in technical specification. For some sources, 
only the air-conditioning of the spinning section has been re-
commended , while for the Indian source, a partial humidification 
of the plant has been suggested. 
Space Requirement 
The total space requirement of different sources of technology 
would vary according ~9 the floor-space area req~ired by the 
machinery. The lay-out of the machinery has been based on the 
spinning plan of the BTMC. The factory areas of the UK, Japanese, 
Rumanian and Indian technologies have been calculated and ~iven 
in details in appendix 5.1. T~e appendix shows that the 
Indian machinery requires a factory size with minimum floor space 
of 8,010 sq. metres, which increases progressively for Japan, 
Rumania and UK from 8,195 to 8,226 to 8,338 sq. metres respec-
tively. The difference in floor space requirement f~r alternative 
machinery sources was found to be very small i.e in the range of 
4 per cent. 
Appencix 5.1 e:s~ shows other building areas such as the 
wareshous2~workshop,office and residential accomodation. The 
textile mills constructed under the public sector includes 
residential accomodation for some administrative and managerial 
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staff. No house-rent is therefore required to be paid to them. 
The acco~odation facilities are provided as it is often difficult 
to find suitable accomodations in the vicinity of the work 
place. The building areas for warehouse, workshop, office and 
residential and other structures have been taken to be the same 
across the technologies, they are 1,880 and 1,907 sq. metres 
respectively. 
Manning Level. 
Operatives at different sub-process levels have been 
estimated from the manning level observed from a survey of 
16 textile mills in Bangladesh using machinery from UK, Japan, 
Rumania and India. The observed manning was found to be much 
higher than the recommended level,for example , the UK manufac-
turer had recommended a total employment of 194 for production 
maintenance operatives and administrative personnel,whereas in 
Bangladesh the total employment was found to be almost 5 times 
higher i.e around 972 employees. T~e details of the sub-process 
employment for UK,Jaran,Runenia and India are shown in appendix 
5.2, table 5. 2 shows a comparative employment level of all these 
technologies. Table 5.2 decomposes the total employment into 
direct production and main~·sr1ance personnel uith their skill 
" . 
composition and administrative and managerial staffs. It shows tha 
the skill requirement across the alternative are not signifi-
cantly different except for semi-skilled workers. Rumania 
provides the hiohest direct employment of 724 because of its 
large labour-force employed at the spinning section, followed 
by Indian,Japanese and UK technologies of 686, 677 and 665 res-
pectively. In Bangladesh,/~8Inning tenter known as 'Double 
Sider' operates on both sides of the spinning frame,therefore, 
the spindles per operatives vary according to the number of 
spindles per frame. The number of spindles per frame of the UK, 
Japanese and Indian technologies are identical i.e 480 spindles, 
while for the Rumanian machinery ,it is 432. The total require-
ment of maintenance workers is determined by the number of 
machinery. It has been found that ~umanian and Indian technolo-
gies require identical number of maintenance workers of 87, 








COMPARATIVE MANNING LEVEL OF UK,JAPANESES,INDIAN AND RUMANIAN 
TECHNOLOGIES(SPINNING) 
~/ s~1 us1~0s2~total 
T~~es of O~eratives 










665 12 13 18 2~ 74 10 10 9 1 30 
677 13 14 18 27 74 10 10 9 1 30 
686 15 17 20 35 87 10 10 9 1' 30 
724 15 17 20 35 87 10 10 9 1 30 
Note : a/ S = Skilled 
~/ SS = Semi-Skilled 
c/ USl= Un-Skilled(type-1) 
~/ US2= tin-Skilled(type-2) 
Source: From a survey of 18 textile mills in Bangladesh 
using UK,Japanese,Indian and Rumanian machinery. 
Admin. 









total requirement of workshop personnel is 30 and is identical 
for all the alternative technology sources as the all the work-
shop types have been assumed to be the same. 
The requir~ment of the administrative p~rsonnel of all the 
technology sources have been taken to be identical. This poses 
no proble~s as the size of the spinning units of all the machinery 
sources are almost the same. In fact,the BTMC practices a 
standard administrative and managerial set-up for textile mills 
with identical capacites. However, the strength of administra-
tive and managerial staff for UK technology was found to be five 
times higher than the manufacturer's recommendation. This was 
due to a sizeable proportion of non-administrative staff viz. 
security guard, peon,garderner ,etc who are included in the 
category of adminstrative ~ersonnel. 
Power Requirement 
The technical literature on alternative machinery sources 
contain information o~ installed power for each machine=y. The 
total installed power requirement could be estimated frcm these 
sources,however, as already discussed in details in Cha~ter-4 
the abserved power consumption is not necessarily the total 
installed power. Ar absorption factor is therefore required for 
the count of yarn chosen. The absorption factor for 32s yarn 
coGnt can be calculated from figure 4.6. An absorption factor of 
0.8 is required for pre-spinning and ring-finishing machinery, 
while a factor of 0.68 is required for the spinning sub-processes 
separately. Using these factors, the absorbed power for alter-
native sources of machinery can be calculated. Appendix 5.3 
shows the installation,absorption and lighting power require-
ment of UK,Japanese, Rumanian and Indian technologies. 
It is clear from the table that the UK technology requires the 
highest installed and absorbed power followed by Indian,Pumanian 
and Japanese spinning technologies. The total annual power con-
sumption of UK,Indian, Rumanian and Japanese spinning technolo-
gies are l0.06m, 9.61 m, 9.39 m and 8.85 million respectively. 
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The total consumption includes air-conditioning,lighting, 
power pump and miscellaneous consumption of 215 Kwh which is 
assumed to be identical a~ross the technologies. Li~hting has 
been estimaf-:ed to be 1 Kwh/150 sq. metre. It, therefore, shows 
that UK consumes about 4.7, 7.1 and 13.65 per cent more power 
than the Indian,Rumanian and Japanese technologies respectively. 
Composite (Spinninq and Weavina)Units 
The selection of machinery for the coc~osite u~its has 
follo~e~ the sa=e ~rocedure~as for S]innins~i.e basef on the 
reco~nended effeciency,expected ca?acity and sub-
process level ~astage . Ho~ever, in this case the e~phasis 
was that the intermediate yarn which is the output o~ the s~inn­
ing process would be used totally t~ produc~ crey clot~. As t~e 
~Rsta~e level of all t~e ;re]aratcry an~ ~eavin; su~-~rocesses 
are kno'm, it is possible, therefore, to calculate t~.e a;-.:ot:.nt 
of ~aterial re~uiref to be }rocesse~ an~ the nu~ber o~ ~aciiner~ 
reJuired at each sub-~rocess level. ':'able 5.1 s:C.o-.,-s the nur-,ber 
·Heavin.<:! • 
of/~acn1n~ry recuired for UK, Japanese,Ru~anian ana ~~dian 
technologies along ~;it?>. their installed po'.Jer req_uire:;ents. 
?he table shows that the alternative sources of technologies 
require different nuDbers of machinery for the sub-processes; 
for exa~ple UK and Japan require 725 and 825 looms respectively 
to produce a coillparable scale of output (Q) • ~he nu~ber of 
loons required by the Indian and Rumanian technologies are 
identical and is 775. ?he JaDanese loom has lower production 
than tte Indian. This ~oes not indicate the superiority of tte 
Indi~n looms,rather the price quoted for the ~a~anese loo~s 
by the local supplier had lover production ca?acity 
It has been wentioned earlier that a single source of 
machinery Day not be available for a cooolete production nrocess. 
This constraint became ~ore pronounced in the case of weavin[ 
machinery ~:hen faced with difficulty in o"!~t,tinin,; a=:.-9c.J.ua"Se 
r:~ation sources ,certc-.in assumptions vrere U'!.cie to he2.'J construe-::. 
c< co:::plete cor.;})Osite tec:-:nolo::;/ fo::· r;~' ,.J:<l~onese ,Inc~i;o,:-, an( 
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Rumanian technologies.For these sources t~e ]ro~leu was not 
so ~uch with spinni~g as ~ith l!eaving cachinery. It is ~ossible 
to construct a cocplete textile process for Japanese and --
In~ian technolo~ies.fro~ the sa2e country source if not fro~ 
the same nanufacturer. ~he ~roble~ becooes cuite acute fer ths 
UK anc RuL.anian technolo~ies. For UK weavin~,except for tha 
auto~atic loo~E, the Cone-trinding ~achinery was substituted ~y 
-n , h • ( • • • ) h "1 TT • ~ • • ' ::> • trencn mac 1nery as 1n sp1nn1ng ,w 1~e ~arp1ng,)1z1ng ana ~lrn-
winding ~achinery by North Acerican source. l/ Inforuation 
on USA and ?rench preparatory ~achinery was obtained froc the 
local machinery SU)plier in Bangladesh and from the 37HC. As 
regards aurnanian technology, no information could be found on 
preparatory weavi~ machinery or looms either fro~ the local 
supplier or the country source itself. ~/ It has therefore been 
assumed that except for Cone-winding machinery, the other pre-
paratory and weaving machinery would be substituted from the 
Indian sources because of their siuilarities in technical 
features and ~rices. A comparative price co-efficient has been 
estimated to adjust the Rumanian ?repar-tory and weaving ~achi­
nery prices. 
~he other noteworthy assu2~tion that has been cade for weav-
ing machinery for alternative technology sources concerns 
Twisting, Drawing and Reaching-in,Cloth Inspection ~achinery, 
Sailing Press and 2oiler . These machinery are not available 
from a single manufacturer or fro2 the saue source and therefore, 
has been assumed to be supplied from the sources sho~n in 
appendix 5.4. 
All the sources of ~achinery could supply Twisting ma~hinery, 
however,its usa is limited . It is re~uired for doubling yarn 
for selvedge of the grey cloth. For each source 2 Twisting 
machinery were selected with 480 s~indles each, except for 
Ru~anian ~achinery \Jhich has 432. Drawin~ and Reachin~-in and 
Cloth Inspection machinery have been assuced to be identical for 
all the technologies and the source has been considered to be 
Japan. The supply of these machinery to Bangladesh is only fro~ 
Japan and is therefore the sole source of infor~ation. 11 
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iinally,3ailing Press and Boiler have been assu~ed to be 
the same for all machinerv sources and the source of suDnlv 
'I) ... .:. e.. 
has been considered to the Indian as they are sole supplier 
to the BTriC. 
Soace Recuirernent 
Appendix 5.5 shows the space requirement of the weavi~g 
section which incluaes areas for preparatory weaving section, 
loom-shed and cloth finishing section. Other building areas 
such as the Boiler house,stores, wor~shop,office and residential 
building areas have been calculated separately. These areas 
costly include extensioon of the spinning areas, exce~t for the 
Boiler house which has to be built for a co~posite unit. The 
total area of t~e composite units comprises of the entire 
spinning unit 
( 
-'1 • see appen,,_lx 
area excludin~ the.space re4bired for ring-finis~in; 
5.1) and 'other' buildin~ areas for spi~ning in -
5.5 also s~ows the total S]&Ce require=ent of UK,Ja]&nese,Iniian 
and Rumanian co~;osite technolosies. 
The UK tec~nology requires the least ueaving area of 8,570 s~. 
~etres ,Khile the Ja~a~ese requires the highest area o~ 8,965 
sq. ~etres. The area required by Indian and au~anian techno-
logies have insignificant difference between thes and are 
8,805 and 8,895 sq. metres res?ectively. This is because the 
Rumanian ~eaving sub-Tirocesses have been substituted by the 
Indian machiner~ except for the Cone-winding cachinery. The 
differential bet~een factory areas for alternative so~rces of 
spinning and weaving are al~ost the same and is 4.4 and 4.0 
ner cent respectively. The total composite unit area reGuired 
for the Ja)anese technology is 20,175 sq.metres wtich occu~ies 
the largest space. Nhile the difference in the total area 
between Indian,UK and Ru~anian technologies are insi~nificant 
and they are 19,762, 19,877 and 19,977 sq.~etres res;ectively.~t. 
therefore,shows the differential between the total areas among 
alternative technology sources are s~all and varies c:- onl:r 
2 ner cent. 
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Mannin? Level 
~he oannin~ level fer preparatory and ~;eaving cachinery 
has been estimated from a survey of five cooDosite cills in 
Bangladesh. All the co~~osite units use Japanese ~achinery 
because preparatory machinery fro~ no other sources were 
installed since 1950,therefore the manning level for alternative 
sources of technology was based on this technology. A detailed 
sub-process manning level of all the technology sources has 
been given in appendix 5.6. It shows that a weaver operates 8 
looms and this applies for weaving machinery froL, all technology 
sources. Table 5.3 gives a comparative manning level of the 
weaving section and of the co~nosite units for UK, Japanese,Indian 
and Pumanian technology sources. 
7he table sto~s that the skill recuire=ent of the alternative 
sources of technologies are only significant for unskilled la~our 
~or weaving section, UK technology has the lowest direct 
eoployoent of 80l,while Indian,Rucanian and Japanese technolo-
gies share almost the same levels i.e 864, 867 and 870 respec-
tively. ~he overall variation between the highest (Japan) and 
the lowest (UK) employment levels for the technolo~ies is only 
8 per cent. Japan has the highest emuloyment because of the 
higher number of looms used by the Japanese technology. ?he 
requirement of oaintenance workers varied in the similar manner 
between 61 to 68, and once again the differential between the 
UK and the Japanese technologies was significant i.e 10 Der cent 
while very little variation was observed between the other tech-
nologies. The number of additional workshop and adcinistrative 
and managerial personnel are identical for sources of technology 
and are 10 and 33 respectively. The low level of effiployment of 
these categories is because the extension from spinning to the 
coffiposite units entails relatively less additional staff for 
production and maintenance works. 
Table 5.3 also s~ows the total eoploy~ent required b~· the 
composite units of all the technology sources. It shows that the Uf 
still re~ains the technology which provides the lowest employment 
TABLE 5.3 
COt1PARATIVE 1·1AtlNING LEVEL OF UK,JAPANESE,INDIAN AND RUI·IAtHAN 
TECHNOLOGIES(WEAVING AND COMPOSITE) 
Technology 
s~l s~ 1 us1~ 1 us2i 1 Total 
Types of Operatives Admin• 
Sources s ss USl US2 Total s ss USl US2 Total & Others ·rota! - - -- -- - - -- -
WEAVING SECTION 
UK 57 451 141 152 801 19 14 12 16 61 4 1 4 1 10 . 33 905 
JAPANESE 63 505 132 170 870 22 16 13 17 68 4 1 4 l. 10 33 981 
IN DIAN 60 493 153 158 864 21 16 13 16 66 4 1 4 1 10. 33 973 
RUHANIAN 60 496 153 158 867 21 16 13 17 67 4 1 4 1 10 33 977 
COt·! PO SITE UNIT ·-
UK 72 779 144 204 1,199 29 25 27 41 122 14 11 13 2 40 238 1,599 
I 
JAPANESE 78 839 135 222 L274 33 28 28 43 132 14 11 13 2 40 238 1,684 ...... \..u 
INDIAN 75 833 156 214 1,278 33 31 29 48 
I 
141 14 11 13 2 40 238 1,697 
RUHANIAN 75 867 156 217 1,315 33 31 29 49 142 14 11 13 2 40 238 1,735 
Note . a/ s = Skilled . 
b/ ss = Semi-Skilled 
-c; USl = Un-Skilled(type-1) 
d/ US2 = Un-Skilled(type-2) 
Source: From a survey of 18 textile mills in Bangladesh 
using UK,Japanese,Indian and Rumanian machinery. 
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of 1,599 follo~ed by Ja~an,India and Rucania of 1,684, 1,697 
and 1,735 res~ectively. Therefore, the Rumanian provides 8.5 
per cent more e~?loyment than the UK technology. =he skill 
cornnosition of t~e composite technologies varies only signifi-
cantly for the seEi-skilled labour ,while for the skilled ,they 
are S!:!all • Ru:":anian technolof;y has the hicLest proc~uctio:1 r..nc 
rna in terrane e e ::)l o~rr::en t of 1, 315 anc~ 11.2 follo1:ed by Incl i'l!!, 
Jo.panese C'nrl ~·:~ :.echnolocies of 1,278 and 141, 1,274 and 132 
and 1,199 and 122 respectively. "'or k s :1 o :::.: a :1 c a c~ ;-:1 in i 3 t r 2 t i v e 
and managerial staff resuired across the tecbnologies have been 
assu2ed to be identical and are 40 and 238 res,ectively. 
Power Reauire2ent 
The total installed ?O~er for the composite technologies 
has been found by co~bining the installed power for the spinn-
ing and the ~:ec.ving sections . It has been assur:ed froc the 
previous JJentioc:.erl .,.Jorks of Gatling and De Earr and fror: the 
consultations held with the manufacturer that an adjust~ent 
factor of 0.8 would be reasonable estimate for lead factor across 
the preparatory e..nd weaving sub-processes. The installed and 
absorbed power for preparatory and weaving sections have been 
calculated and are shown in appendix 5.7. 
For the ~eavin~ section,the Japanese has the highest annual 
consurn~tion of 17.11 million Kwh followed bv the ~ucanian and 
~ u 
the UK technologies of 16.29 and 15.35 sillion Xwh respectively. 
India has the lo~est consumption of 15.08 million Kwh. ?he total 
annual power consumption of the UK,Japanese, Indian and ~umanian 
composite technologies are 25.39 D, 25.89 m, 24.62 m and 25.62 
million Kwh res~ectively.' __ _ 
---· J-apan has 
emerged as t~e tighest consu~er of power having 1.1, 2.25 and 
5.1 per cent more power require~ent than the 2ur:anian,UK and India! 
technologies.res,ectively. Eigher poKer consumption of the 
J&panese techn2~o~y is because of its loo~ capacity which is 50 
more than the !~dian and ~u~anian and 100 sore than the UK tech-
nologies. The total po~er consu~ption includes air-conditioning 
(spinning),humidifiers(weaving),.lighting, power pump and misce-
llRnen,Is consur:::'·tion. The;Je, hovrever ,.Rre te.k!:Jh t,n t'Amain const2nt 
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INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY 
Unlike the modern technology,the information for the inter-
mediate technology related to machine speed, expected produc-
tion, recommended effeciency, manning level, floor space and 
power requirement are scarce. Most of theee information used 
have been based on direct observation and personal surveys. The 
RFC and the ATDA use almost the same kind of re-built machinery. 
The essential difference lies in the type of spinning frames 
used by these technologies. The ATDA Service Centre supplies 
Roving to the pedal spinners, whereas the RFC technology process 
Roving under the same factory-shed using power spinning. If the 
AT~A uses its spinning frame with electric motor then these tech-
nologies are hardly differentiable except that the productions 
are organised at different levels. However, the proposed techno-
logy which the ATDA has aspired to develop for the cottage 
spinning is still in the developing stage, therefore, the technolog;; 
considered is the one in practice at Kushmi Kalan,India and 
which is almost identical to the RFC (Coimbatore) technology. 
The selection procedure for sub-process machinery considers 
wastage level, maintenance time, unanticipated production loss 
due to machine break-down and a provision for buffer output at 
e.ac.h sub-process level for final balancing. It minimises the 
under-utilization capacity at the sub-process levels i.e 
optimises the technical economy of scale. However, the constraint 
lies in the excess production capacity of the Opening and Clean-
ing machinery,whereas the other machinery are quite divisible 
in compared to modern technology. 
RFC Soinning and the ATDA Service Centre(Roving) 
The selection of machinery has been based on observed 
production capacities which were achieved at Indian conditions 
and can be considered as the expected capacities of the sub-
process machinery. It was found in India , that a central unit 
supplies cotton laps to five RFC units. There is no operational 
difficulty in transferring laps from the central Opening and 
Cleaning (Dlow-Room) unit to the spinning unit except for some 
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extra cost for transportation. The intermediate spinning 
unit production is balanced with the modern spinning unit. 
The number or machinery required has been ascertained on the 
basis of-th~ material to be processed which can be calculated 
by taking into account the wastage level and other allowances 
mentioned earlier. Unlike the modern sector,the RFC spinning 
units do not have Bailing Press as these units are located near 
the handloom concentrated areas and the yarns are marketed 
directly in bundle forms. The selection of· the number of machinery 
required for RFC and the ATDA technology and their observed 
production effeciency and capacity is shown in table 5.4. It can 
be calculated from these capacities that 20 RFC or ATDA units 
would be required to meet the comparable scale of output(Q). 
The ATDA technology comprises of sub-processes upto Roving. 
Therefore, the production capacities and machinery requirements 
shown in table 5.4 would be identical for RFC and the ATDA 
technologies upto the Roving sub-process. In the ATDA technology, 
the output, 1 roving 1 would then be distributed to the Fedal spinnerE 
at the village level for spinning. It is essential to ascertain 
the per spindle production of the pedal spinning (Charka) to 
establish t~a total number of Pedal Charkas needed to spin th~ 
output (roving) of a ATDA central unit. A survey has been 
carried out in India with twelve spinners which is given in 
appendix 5.8. 
The survey shows that the weighted mean production per spindle 
of the Pedal Charka is 2.58 oz. It has then been calculated that 
about 542 pedal spinning frames would be required each with 
12 spindles i.e 6,504 spindles to convert roving to yarn for a 
single ATDA Service Centre • Therefore, the total capacity require( 
for 20 units is 130,080 spindles. 
In RFC technology, the complete spinning process will be 
carried out under the same factory-shed,therefore all the 
machinery shown in table 5.4 would be required. The selection 
of machinery for the sub-process, 1 Drawing 1 would consider three 
identical operations for the processing of the same material. 
Tli.P.LE 5 .~ 
J n ":.. ermr~dia t 0 ·~ c~chnoloq~ 
Ba.i .. ~_E1CJ nq of thP. Pro<uc tion Plan (Spinning) 
ir.:.J in Jbs,i£ ot!wt"'.v::.se stated) 
No of Units: 20 
Cone !3uncH e H.low-
1< O• llfl Cardin9 Drawing Roviri9! Spinning winding ReP.linq Press 
l{ated C<.1p;_;ci ty(lbs/shift/spinrl.L~/ 
r:1achu·.,··) 
Observed !~ff.iciency(per cent) 
Actual or ()bserved Productionjsl1.i.ft 
•<.,c;uircd U<:tily Production(300 nn.ys) · 
~achine ~eauirement 
~.: (..:.. .:.) ... ·=. 1,J j l j .:::. ! ~ L 1- l 
:.c.or· .'- . ..J.cia~lt.:S(or spindl.es) 
~T0Juction Caracity 
Po\~.(~ r 
I n :; t a 11 e c~ I J o v: e r ( k w ) /!vl a c h i n e 





1 • \'2l7 1, 010 
', .. , .... ,. 
l/5 •I 
1, •100 1,344 
15.0 ') . ) r: ~- • & • - ."1 












3.4s-o - "5·•::>(.. 10 
so 7/Lf 70 
: 2. .. -·7~ 'Z:S~ · 7 
9!'5. 9~5 
3x3=9 1x70=70 48x42 .;42X12.. 28x2=56 :: '2,.,,. :::. ~,5' .. 4 
1,584 1,265 1,163 l,.:>5o 1,176 
-
: ,: . ·' · . ..! lr, ,. , ... • I 
..) 
0.75 3.0 1.5 1.5 
6.75 3.0 63 3.0 
Source1 Own survey from thr 1-.TDI\(J.(usmi Kalan) and the Rural F'abric 























(see appendix 4.X) . In fact, the modern technology 1 Drawing 1 
has two operations which for_intermediate shotild also produce 
similar product. How~ver, an extra process for the intermediate 
technology would ensure a more uniform quality of yarn. The 
number of spindles required per RFC power spinning unit proposed 
in this study is found to be 2,016 i.e 40,320 spindles for 
20 such units. The unit capcity found here is higher than the 
Indian RFC power spinning unit which had spindle capacity of 
1,000. This is because about half of the production of the 
Indian Carding section is transferred to hand-operated 
spinning. 
Space Requirement 
Appendix 5.9 shows the space areas required for the RFC Spinning 
(stages I~II+RF) and spinning for composite unit(Stage I+II),ATDA Service 
Centre(Slage I)and the estimated workshed for the pedal charkas. 
The total unit area comprises of the factory building,workshop, 
stores and office and residential accomodation. The residential 
buildings are for some managerial and administrative staff • 
The table shows that the total area of the RFC spinning unit 
and the ATDA Service Centre are 26,180 and 13,800 sq. metres 
respectively. However,if the pedal spinning area is included with 
the ATDA Service Centre than the total spinning area increases 
to 33.900 sq. metres. The space required for the spinning for 
the composite unit is 25,080 sq. metres which is less than the 
requirement of the RFC spinning unit because of the exclusion 
of the Ring-finishing operation. The other improtant aspect 
is that the intermediate spinning technology requires twice as 
much area as modern spinning in terms of both factory building 
and total area. 
Mannin~ Level 
The sub-process manning level for individual and the total 
number of units of RFC spinning ,spinning for 
composite unit, ATDA Service Centre and ATDA Pedal Spinning are 
\::' 
shown in appendix 5-10 Table 5.5 summarises the employment 
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14 20 180 14 20 280 14 20 
299 5,430 18 1 194 25 252 4,490 11 5 56 17 103 
Pedal Spinner 
~~ S: Skilled; SS:Se~i-Skilled; USl & US2: Un-Skilled type 1 and 2. 
ll Manpower requirement given for RFC spinning unit includes sub-process 
from Blow-Room to Bundle Press;for spinning and composite unit from 
Blow-Room to spinning,while for ATDA unit from Blow-Room to Roving. 
21 PPdal spinning at cottage level: 1 spinner per 12 spindles Pedal Charka. 





Own survey on Khadi Centrc(Ahmed.:Jbad & Calcutta),Rural Fabric Centre(Coimbator~ 
India and Charka & Cottaqe Industires Orq.lnisution(Comillu), Banqladesh. 
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skill composition and managerial staff. Although,the 
manning level for all the technologies are identical as they 
use similar kind of machinery, a large contrast appears when the 
spinning technology is substituted by the Pedal Charka. It shows 
that the employment level of the ATDA Service Centre with Pedal 
Charka is 2.3 times higher than the RFC spinning unit. The 
employment levels of these technologies are 12,369 and 5.430 
respectively. The employment level of the RFC composite unit 
spinning is 4,490 which is less than the RFC spinning unit due 
to the exclusion of the Ring-finishing sub-process. The skill 
composition classified according to the wages paid to the 
operatives which as assumed earlier would be at the lower spectrum 
of the modern sector wages and salaries.It,therefore, shows that 
the in ermediate technology has higher unskilled labour contents 
than the modern. Finally,the RFC Pow~r and the ATDA Pedal spinn-
ing provide 5 and 12 times more employment than the modern 
spinning respectively. 
Power Reauirement 
The power requirement of RFC spinning, RFC composite unit 
spinning and ATDA technologies have been calculated in terms 
of installed and absorbed power and shown in appendix 5•11 
The installed power of RFC spinning and ATDA Service Centre 
has been adjusted by factors 0.74 and 0.8 respectively to 
estimate the aborbed power (See figure 4.6). The annual power 
requirement includes lighting and miscellaneous consumption 
for an individual as well as for a total of 20 units. Power 
requirement for lighting has been assumed to be 150 sq. metres per 
kw. which makes allowance for low consumption during the daytime. 
The annual power requirement for a single RFC spinning and 
ATDA (Roving) factory unit are 0.56 and 0.18 million Kwh respec-
tively. As the ATDA produces only Roving for the pedal spinners, 
it, therefore,has low power consumption. Compared to the modern 
UK, In~ian, Rumanian and Japanese spinning_·technolcrgies, the 
RFC spinning technology has between 1.12 to 1.27 times more 
power consumption. 
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Composite Unit (Spinning and Pedal and Power Looms) 
The intermediate composite unit under the same factory-shed 
of the type found in India is considered here i.e the RFC 
composite unit. In the-RFC composite unit,only pedal looms 
were used. In the present study both pedal and power looms are 
combined with 20 spinning units to obtain the comparable scale 
of output (Q). The procedure for selecting machinery in the 
modern sector has also been applied in choosing machinery for 
composite units, that is, the output of the spinning has been 
processed for each of the units to produce grey cloth. The 
sub-process machinery for the preparatroy weaving are fairly 
divisible ,and,therefore, the problem of underutilised capacity 
is not so crucial. Table 5.6 shows the number of machinery 
required at the preparatnry sub-processes along with the number 
of power and pedal looms essential to balance a unit. Twenty 
such units would meet the comparable level of output (Q). 
The pedal loom production has been estimated from the RFC 
(Coimbatore) and the ATDA (Kushmi Kalan),however the construc-
tion of cloth has to be converted to the type selected for this 
study. The types of pedal looms are the same for these two units, 
-- but in the case of RFC units the looms are placed in a factory-
shed under the same premises, while the ATDA looms are placed 
in the- cottage levels. Appendix 5.12 (Page )shows the per shift 
production of pedal looms. It also shows that the production 
of pedal looms varies for RFC and ATDA technologies. For the 
purpose of making estimates, the weighted mean production has 
been calculated to be 11.25 yards per shift. It has been assumed 
that under Bangladesh condition, the pedal loom will achieve 
this production level. JA/ With this calculated production,the 
number of pedal looms required for each unit has been calculated 
to be 550 per unit i.e 11,000 pedal looms are required to meet 
the output level (Q). As the power looms are locally available, 
their rated production (table 5.6) was based on the loom speed 
supplied by the manufacturer. The expected production was 
estimated from the average loom effeciency observed in the five 
TABLE 5 .& 
Intermediate Technology 
Production Plan of w'~·~ ~o. of Units: ?n 
Cone 
\vindinq 
Rated Production(lbs/shift/spindle 10.0 
or machine) 
Observed Effeciency(~er cent) 70 
Actual or Observed Production/shift 7.0 
(All in Lbs.) 
Pirn Scction;).l 
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.15 ~ 6.25 
Pedal 
: ... c;nm s 
13.94 ll 
80 






Required Daily Production(300 days) 985 482 493 4e8 9 5, S10yu::. 5"1 5"tJyo::o 
Machine Requirements 
Brtsed on 3 shifts 




Total Installed Power(3 Shift) 




















Pedal loom sur~ey is based on 10 pedal loom wenvers in India. 
ATDA(Kushmi Kalan), Rural Fabric Centre(Coimbatoro) and Tech-












private sector weaving mills in Bangladesh. It was found 
to be 24 yds, per shift per loom and accordingly 90 power 
looms would be required per unit to weave all the output into 
grey cloth. Therefore,a total of 1,800 power looms would be 
required for 20 units to meet the comparable scale of output(Q). 
Space Requirement 
The space requirement of the Pedal or Power loom composite 
units comprises of areas for spinning for composite unit 
and Power or Power loom areas correspondingly. The space 
required for individual and the total number of RFC composite 
units with Pedal and Power looms are shown in appendix 5.13 
It is to be noted that while the Pedal loom runs on one shift 
basis ,the power loom runs on a three shift basis, this is 
reflected in the 3.25 times the required floor space for the 
Pedal loom. The single factory unit area for Pedal and Power 
loom weaving are 4,280 and 1,325 sq. metres respectively. The 
total area for 20 Pedal and Power loom weaving units i~luding 
the store,office and residential buildings have been estimated 
to be 87,300 and 27,100 sq. metres respectively. The total 
area required for the composite (spinning and weaving) Pedal and 
Power looms are 115,680 and 55,480 sq. metres respectively. In 
contrast to the modern composite unit,the Pedal and Power loom 
composite units require 5.75 and 2.75 times more floor space 
respectively. 
Manning Level 
There are no parallel RFC and ATDA technologies operating 
in Bangladesh , therefore their manning requirement is estimated 
from the indian manning level. Each·Pedal loom requires one 
weaver,whereas as observed in the private sector weaving one 
weaver can operate two Power looms. Appendix 5.10(p~ge )~haws the 
manpower requirement of the Pedal and Power loom weaving at 
different sub-process levels. Table 5. 7 shows the employment 
in terms of production and maintenance workers with their skill 
composition and for managerial and administrative staff. 
TABLE 5.7 
MANNING LEVEL OF RFC WEAVING AND COMPOSITE UNIT 
PEDAL LOOI·I . POWER LOOM 
Types of ~tmplo~men t To tal Emplo~ment Total 
Employment s ss USl US2 To tal Unit Employment s ss US1 US2 Total Unit Employment - - -- -- -- - - -- -- --
WEAVING SECTION 
Production 5 9 42 589 645 20 12,900 6 6 169 53 234 20 4,680 
~lain tenance 4 3 1 6 14 20 280 3 3 4 5 15 20 300 
Workshop 2 - - 1 3 20 60 3 - l 1 5 20 100 
~1 an a gem en t - - - - 11 20 220 - - - - 9 20 180 
-TOTAL 11 12 43 596 573 20 13, 460 12 9 174 59 263 20 5,260 --
I 




Production 14 9 228 609 860 4/20 E_/ 16,832 15 6 355 73 449 4/20 8,612 
~1aintenance 7 3 7 9 26 ~/20 ~72 6 3 10 8 27 4/20 492 
Workshop 8 1 2 3 14 4/20 146 9 l 3 3 16 4/20 186 
~1 an a gem en t - - - - 25 4/20 500 - - - - 23 4/20 460 
TOTAL 29 13 237 621 92 5 (897.5)!:_/17,950 30 10 368 84 492 (487.5) ~750 -- --
Note: a/ S: Skilled; SS: Semi-Skilled; US1 & US2: Unskilled type 1 and 2. 
b/ 4 Openning and Cleaning(Blow Room)Units & 20 Composite Units 
c/ Average employment per composite unit. 
Source . Own survey on 5 private weaving mills,Bang1adesh . 
and RFC composite unit(Coimbatore),India. 
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The table shows that the per unit manning level of Pedal 
and Power loom weaving are 673 and 263 respectively, i.e 
the Pedal loom weaving requires 2.6 times more manning than 
the Power loom. The corresponding employment for the 20 
units are 13,340 and 7,860 respectively. The unit employment 
of the Pedal and Power loom composite units are 900 and 487 
respectively, i.e for 20 units the total manning level are 
17,950 and 9,750. Therefore, the RFC composite unit Pedal loom 
requires about 1.84 times more employment than the Power loom. 
Their requirement of unskilled labour is relatively higher than 
the modern composite units. The explanation to this has already 
been provided in the RFC spinning. The administrative and mana-
gerial staff of the Pedal and Power loom Composite units are 
25 and 23 per unit respectively. Although the strength of the 
administrative staff of the intermediate technology is compara-
tively smaller than the modern sector ,however, its organisation 
structure is less complex. In india a factory with 200 employees 
is run by a single manager and three administrative staff. 
Power Requirement 
The installed and absorbed power requirement of the RFC 
composite unit with Pedal and Power looms are shown in appendix 
5~ll(See page 2)Xhe absorbed power of the Pedal loom has been 
calculated by using an adjustment factor of 0.75 for spinning 
and pre-weaving ,while for Power loom ,the factors used are 
0.74 and 0.8 for spinning and weaving respectively. The appendix 
shows that the annual per unit power requirement of the Pedal 
and Power looms are 1.19 and 0.64 million Kwh,while the total 
requirement of 20 units are 23.90 and 12.82 million Kwh respec-
tively. The Power loom,therefore,requires twice as much power as 
the Pedal loom technologies. The power consumption of the Power 
loom composite unit would not be significantly different from 
the modern composite utechnologies in order to achieve the 
comparable scale of output(Q). The Indian,UK,Japanese and Eu~aniar 
composite technologies consume between 3 to 7 per cent more 
power than the Power loom composite unit. 
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Service Centre 
Before selecting the machinery,it iJ essential to determine 
the number a~d size of the Service Centre and the number of 
handlooms they would provide services to in orcer to 
achieve the comparable scale of output (Q). ·--
,.,...___. The ATDA Service 
Centre is at present operating on a trial basis and supplies 
only 10 handloom weavers. The Facility Centre presently operated 
by the Bangladesh Handloom Board only extend services like 
product development and cloth finishing •. The setting-up of the 
proposed type of Service Centre with 40 weaving families in 
handloom concentrated areas has been suggested in a foreign 
agency report. 4/ Most importantly, it was suggested in a UNIDO 
report that a production and marketing cooperative could be 
established with 2,000 cottage weaver·units located within a 
radius of five miles. i/ This would include about 4,440 looms 
assuming the size of 2.22 looms per unit as found in the Handloom 
Census-1978. Therefore, a Service Centre could function in such 
a cooperative and provide services to 4,000 to 4,500 looms. 
Preliminary calculations show that this Centre should be able to 
supply 50 to 60 warp-beam per shift with warp length upto 350 
yds. per beam. It has been shown later in this section that 
about 10,636 to 13,824 handlooms are required depending on their 
type viz. Pit or C.R looms to attain the comparable scale of 
output (Q). Therefore, three such Service Centres are required 
to supply processed warp-beam to these handlooms. 
The selection of Service Centre machinery is based on 
production and effeciency of the sub-processes observed in 
the RFC and the ATDA units. The efficiency level ranges between 
65 to 70 per cent and is assumed to be achieved under Bangladesh 
condition. From the comparable scale of output (Q),the quantity 
of yarn to be processed at each sub-process elevel can be calcu-
lated. The number of machinery required is calculated by account-
ing for the observed machine capacity,wastage level,maintenance 
time, unexpected breakdown and the level of buffer stock produc-
tion for balancing the production process. The number of machinery 
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determined is shor,m in table 5. 8 • The table also gives the 
per machine requirement of installed power. It is to be noted 
that the sizing machine produces a beam of upto 1,500 yds.warp 
length. For ~andloom, the warp length should restricted between 
250 to 350 yds. because of technical and economic considerations. 
The technical limitatioh arises due to the loom construction 
which makes it unsuitable to carry beyond 400 yds. of warp 
length, while the economic consideration concerned the difficultie~ 
faced by the weavers to raise the working capital required to 
buy the warp. 6/ To overcome this problem it is necessary to 
install handloom beam winding machinery which would transfer the 
large beam of warps to smaller beams. This is a simple and 
technically feasible procedure 7/ and such machinery ·could be 
designed and manufactured locally. 
Space Requirement. 
The space requirement of the Service Centre machinery is 
identical to that of the RFC pre-weaving. Appendix 5.14 shows the 
single unit and the total area required by t~e Servi6e Centre 
which comprises of factory-shed, store, workshop and residential 
building. The factory-shed area required per unit is 683 sq. 
~etres ,while the total area for a single unit is 1,143 sq.metres, 
Manning level 
The per shift manning level of each Service Centre machinery 
is identical to that of the RFC preparatory weaving. Appendix 5.15 
gives the sub-process manning level of the Service Centre. 
Table 5.9 shows the administrative staff requirement and summarise: 
th~ maintenance , workshop personnel with their skill composition. 
TADLE 5.8 
.:Wf~IM!f. -('~'I 
!"f-e-.P1Jt.-1'to,.J_ PLA.J ~- Sf-.t.vtc.e. ~ 1\o. of r_'ni.t~: ?. 
Rated Production(lbs/shift/spindle 
or Machine) 
observed Lfficiency(per cent) 
Actual or Observed-Production/shift 
Required Daily Prodn.(~OO days) 
t-ld.chine 1\eguirements 
Based on 3 shift 




T6tal Jn~talled Power(3 shift) 
;_ 
(tdl in L~:;;J 










~- . . . .. ')~z~ng 
Sectionr•.L ~ty. !'!o.o.t 15eams 
\'varp~ng_ _\ lbs )L].nSOQ_ yds)-
440 540 4.5 
70 65 65 
308 351 3 
3,0~.!':' 3,055" 27 
4 4 
3,696 4,512 35 
1.5 2.0 
3.0 8.0 
Source: Own ::;urvey from the 1\TDf'('<t;smi Kalan) and !~ural F'abric 
Centre(Co.i.mbatorl~), I ndi.1. 
Hanel loom 


























a/ Ernrlovment- To tal 
ss USl US2 Total U11 it Employmcn t 
36 58 84 181 3 543 
2 3 6 15 J 15 
3 1 1 9 J 27 
1~ 3 45 
l~l 62 91 220 3 660 
a/ S: Skilled ; ss Semi-Skilled 
USl and US2 :Unskilled( type 1 and 
~FC Composite Unit(Coimbatore) and ATDA 
Service Centre(Kusmi kalan), India. 
2) 
Table 5.9 shows that a single unit requires a total employment of 
220 which includes 181 for production and ·15 each for maintenance 
aon d man a gem en t an d 9 f o r w o r k s hop s t a f f • T h e to tal t •n p 1 o y men t 1 e v e 1 
for three units would.be 660. 
Power Requirement 
The installed and absorbed power requirement of the Service 
Centre have been shown in appendix 5.16 • The Service Centre 
uses the same machinery as the RFC preparatory weaving and so 
its adjustment factor has been estimated accordingly. The annual 
power requirement per unit is 169.2 thousand Kwh i.e the total 
requirement of three units is 507.6 thousand Kwh. The lighting 
of factory units is taken to be 150 sq.metres per Kwh which is 
identical to other intermediate technologies. 
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KVIC Technology 
The information on machine capacity, wastage level,floor 
space requirement and power consumption were partly obtained 
from the KVIC literature and the rest from the survey conducted 
in India and Bangladesh. In the production process, the pre-
spinning machinery viz. Beater (the first Opener),Purbo Pesai 
(the second Opener), Carding and Uttar Pesai (Drawing) are 
only power driven. The selection of the number of Roving and 
Spinning frames would depend on the output of pre-spinning 
machinery. 
The expected or the observed production capacity of the 
pre-spinning machinery are identical and has been established 
from the observation of units in India and Bangladesh.Difficulty 
is faced when the observed capacity of hand operated machinery 
are to be estimated because of variations ill skill, location of 
the units and the quality of the input. To accomodate such 
variation,a survey involving interview of 67 spinners and 13 
rovers in different ptlrts of India and on a hand operated 
unit in Bangladesh,was carried out. Appendix 5.17contains 
detailed information on the areas,types of products processed 
and their productivity level. This shows that the per shift 
weighted mean production of the Ambar Charka rover and spinner 
are 2.28 lbs. and 2.17 oz. respectively. The number of pre-
paratory machinery and hand operated equipment required for KVIC 
spinning unit have been calculated based on their observed pro-
duction and shown in table 5.10. 
A combination of the KVIC spinning and the Handloom form 
an alternative technology. The KVIC spinning unit would supply 
the handloom weavers with yarn in a bundle form. This would 
require the extension of the sub-process operations Reeling(by 
Charka) and Bundle Press which were not included in the original 
"' 
KVIC technology. However,these stages of production are techni-
cally feasible and do not alter the technology. To obtain the 
comparable scale of output (Q) of the modern and the intermediate 
spinning,it-has been'found -that 240 KVIC units would be required. 
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Finally, identical to the intermediate RFC spinning, three 
'Drawing' operation have been considered to j.mprove the 
quality of the output. 
Soace Requirement 
The factory shed and the total area of the KVIC spinning 
unit are shown in appendix 5.14. It shows that they require 
332 and 457 sq. metres respectively. The factory shed area 
necessary for the 240 units is 79,680 sq.metres which is about 
five and ten times larger than the modern and the intermediate 
technologies respectively. The total area for the 240 units 
is 109,680 sq.metres which is nine and four times larger than 
the modern and the intermediate technologies. 
Manning Level 
The manning level of the different sub-processes have 
been estimated from the KVIC units in India and from the 
only unit in Bangladesh wllich uses KVIC technology on an experi-
mental basis. The sub-process manning level required for a 
single and for 240 units have been shown in appendix 5.15,while 
table 5.11 shows the administrative staff requirement and 
summarises the maintenance and workshop personnel witt, their 
skill composition. 
Tr\r3LE 5.11 
r I a n n i n q L c v c 1 o f 1\ V I C H a n d S r i n n i n ll 
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tlotc a/ S Skilled; US2 un<l US3 : Un-skilled 
(type 2 and~3);and AS:· ;\mbar Hand Spinner 
· So u r c e : I< Y I C U n i t s ( C o i m b a to r e , A h rn e d a b a d a n d C a i c u t t a ) ,T,.,J.:.:. 
It appears that each unit requires 143 direct production 
workcrs,one production and maintenance supervisor and two 
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accountants and managers i.e a total employment of 147. 
The total employment of 240 units would be 35,280 which 
when compared with the modern and the intermediate techno-
logies embodies about 35 and 7 fold increase. 
Power Requirement 
It is the pre-spinnirig ma~hinery which only consumes power, 
while the other sub-processes are hand-operated. The other 
power requirements are for the lighting of the factory and of 
the managers' quarters. The installed power of the machinery 
ha~ been adjusted by a factor of 0.8. Appendix 5.16 gives the 
installed and absorbed power of the preparatory machinery and 
lighting for single and 240 units. The appendix indicates that 
the annual per unit power requirement is 15.6o thousand Kwh, 
therefore, for 240 units to attain the comparable output 
level (Q) it is 3.74 million Kwh which is one-third of the con-
sumption of the RFC power spinning and only 2 per cent more than 
the ATDA Pedal spinning requirements. Finally, the KVIC requires 
between 37 to 42 per cent of the power requirements o~ the moder~ 
spinning technologies of Japanese, Rumanian, Indian and the 
UK sources. 
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TRADITIONAL TECHKOLOGY(HANDLOOM WEAVING) 
U~like the previous technologies, the handloom prep~ratory . 
b1- 0(1Cr.:ltlVCS 
sub-processes are accomplished by a large content /and the use 
of equipment is scarce arr, primitive (see appendix 4.X). The 
selection of the number of equipment and looms required to 
attain the comparable scale of outp~t,therefore, depends on the 
production capacity of the operatives as well. The production 
capacities of the equipment vary according to the age and skill 
of the operatives and the location of the units. Bobbin making, 
for example, are usually done by children aged 6 and 7 and by 
elderly members of the family who work more often on part-time 
basis either on family units or hire themselves out. The 
weighted mean production of the preparatory sub-process equip-
ment ,handlooms and their operatives have been estimated from 
a survey of 214 haddloom cottage weavers at various locations in 
Bangladesh. However, more imp-ortance was-. attached to the weaving 
production of the two types of looms widely in use in Bangladesh; 
Pit and Semi-automatic (C.R) looms. 
Appendix 5.18 shows the daily and per shift weighted mean 
production of Pit and C.R looms. The daily production measures 
the maximum production which can be accomplished by a weaver in 
a day. It was difficult to ascertain the daily working hours, 
as a weaver may start working at six in the morning and finish 
at 10 at night,but within this period he may take time off on seve· 
ral occasion. The ma~imum-le\Lel of production -is achieved d_uring th1 
winter (Oct. to Feb.) when the demand for the product rises • 
Eowever,during the monsoons (April to August) production falls to 
a minimum as the weavers may often engage themselves in agri-
cultural work. The survey was conducted between August to 
November, which is the period when the production picks up frorn 
its minimum level to the maximum. It is observed that the 
weavers mostly work for 7 to 9 hours during this time,unlike in 
and 
the monsoon/or the winter seasons when they may work for 4 to 6 
and 9 to 12 hours respectively. The production capacity at the 
time of the survey can be a representation of the average 
. production. The survey shows a weighted mean production 
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for Bangladesh on daily and shift basis,which for Pit looms 
is 11.12 yds. and 8.71 yds and for Semi-sutomatic looms, 16.45 
yds. and 11.32 yds. respectively. Therefore,the shift production 
of the Pit and C.R looms are 78 and 70 per cent of their daily 
productions. For the purpose of this study,the shift produc-
tion of the Pit and C.R looms have been assumed to at an average 
level throughout the year. The number of looms required to 
attain the comparable level of output (Q) would be based on the 
shift production • 
Table 5.12 shows the number of equipment and looms required 
for the pre-weaving and weaving sub-processes. As the handlooms 
are dispersedly located it would be appropriate to estimate 
the total requirement of equipment rather than for a single 
unit the average size of which is 2.2 looms/unit. The quantity 
of material required to be processed at each sub-process level 
are calculated for the input (yarn) supplied,either from the 
modern,interTJediate or the KVIC technologies. The procedure 
employed for the selection of equipment and looms required is 
identical to the previous. Table 5.12 shows that about 13,824 
Pit and 10,636 C.R looms would be required to arrive at the 
comparable s~Qle of output (Q). 
Space Requirement 
An attempt has been made to estimate the area require 
based on the floor space for the Pit and RC.R looms and 
preparatory equipment. Among preparatory equipment ,only the 
'Drum' which makes the warp-beam is placed under the shed,while 
the other preparatory operations are performed in an open or 
a utility area. ~/ Appendix 5.14 gives the total area required 
by handloom weaving using Pit and C.R looms which is composed 
of the shed for the looms and the preparatory equipment and the 
utility area. The utility area has been taken to be 10 per cent 
of the total area. The total area required for Pit and C.P loom 
production was found to be 82,232 and 89,204 sq,metres 
respectively. 
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tf:anning Level 
The mannins requirement of the Pit and C.R looms pre-, 
paratory Heaving have been Sh01,rn in table 5.iJ Hhich are 
identical for both the looms except for Sana and Ba (~rawing-in) 
Hhere the C.R loom has lower employment because of larger 
Harp length. The total manning required by the Pit and C.R 
loom weaving to attain the a level of ouput comparable with 
modern and intermediate technologies are 21,844 and 18,397 res-
pectively. The Pit loom, therefore, requires about 16 uer cent 
more labour force than the C.R loom weaving. This difference 
is due to the higher productivity of the C.R_ looms which 
involve less looms to produce the same level of output. 
It would be useful to combine the manning level of the 
handloom weaving Hith those of the modern spinning and the 
Service Centre; ATDA(Roving) and Pedal spinning; and finally 
with the KVIC spinning to ascertain the total manning require-
ment of the alternative technologies. Table 5.]4 ' gives 
the total manning requirement of these technologies. It shows 
that the modern spinning ,Service Centre and the Pit or C.R loo~s 
would have manni~g level either between 1~,850 to 18,924 and 
15,403 to 15,472 depending on the source -of the modern spinning 
technology i.e UK, Japan,India and Rumania. The manning level 
of the ATDA (Roving) and Pedal spinning with either Pit or 
C.R loom would be either 30,19~ or 30,747. Finally,if KVIC 
technology is coml1inod with Pit and C.R looms ,the manning level 
would be either 56,884 or 53,677. The manning level has increased 
progressively for the technologies described above. It appears 
that the ATDA (Roving) , Pedal spinning and the Pit or C.R 
loo~ would require 86 and 103 per cent more manning than the 
modern spinning and the Service Centre. Hr:ile the KVIC spinning 
and the Pit or C.R loom would require about 310 and 355 per-
cent more than the former and about 67.5 and 75 per cent 
than the latter technologies • 
TABLE 5"- 13 
Employment in tl'e Traditional Handloom Sector 
Natai & Tana Drum Nali Sana & Ba Total Sub-process 
Loom Type/Employment Bobbin (Sizing&Harping) (Beaming) (Pirn V.Jinding) (Drawing in) Heavine: Emplovment 
Pit loom 2,860 1,180 586 2,790 604 13,824 21,844 
Semi-auto(C.R) looms 2,860 1,180 586 2,790 345 10,636 18,397 
TAALE s:ll:J. 
Total Employment for Combined Handloom Technologies 
Modern Service 
Spinnin~/Centre/Handloom 




Pit Loom C.R.Loom 
KVIC SPG./Eandloom 
Pit Loom C.P...Loom 
Modern Spg.l/972-1,046 972-1,046 A TDA (Roving) 1' 510 1,510 KVIC Spg. 3 5 • ['it 0 35,280 
Service 660 660 Pedal Spg. 10,840 10,840 Hand loom 21,844 18.3 97 Centre Hand loom 21,844 18,397 
Hand loom 3_1 17,.2i& 13 •77 i 
TOTAL 




Employment variation is due to the alternative sources of technologies 
from UK, Japan, India and Rumania. 
Employment contains handloom weavers,and nali makers(pirn winders) and 
Sana and Ha(Drawing in) 
The employment for handloom has been based on a survey conducted on 214 





I~~ut-Outout Dalancin~ of Alternative Technologies 
The previous sections have dealt in details with the number of 
machinery required by the modern, intercediate and tte t~~­
ditio~al technolo,:;ies in or:;er to attain the co::1parable sc9.le 
of output (Q). It has been see~ ttat while selectinJ machinery, 
emphasis had been put on maintaining the ou~put-level of_all the 
alternative technologies at the same level. In this section, 
it has been attempted to baiance the alternatives by fixing 
the annual comparable scale of output (Q) at 37.13 million 
square yards. This takes ·into consideration 
the different sub-process wasta;e of modern, intermediate and 
traditioml technologies, the input and output of the sub 
processes and finally dra~6a relationship between input and 
output. Table 5.i5 shows the input-output balancing of the 
production units of the alternative technologies identified 
earlier. 
The table sho~s that the output of all the technologies are 
the same i.e 37.13 million sq.yi. Eo~ever , in terms of 
running yard, the production levels are different, example, 
23.87 million sq. yards for modern technology for the cloth width 
of 56 inches, but for .:~terrnediate anc ~' s.d~tional technologies, 
it is 34.42 sq. yards for a cloth width of 40 inches. To meet 
this output level, 1 modern, 20 intermediate (RFC and ATDA) and 
240 KVIC units would be required. The raw-cotton input of the 
different alternatives vary according to the sub-process wastage 
levels. The raw-cotton input for the modern co~posite unit is 
6.32 million lbs.,bu~ when the modern spinning unit supplies 
yar~ to the Service Centre and the Handloom , the raw-cotton 
inputs are 6.5L and 6.59 million lbs i.e the input requirement 
for the latter increases by 2.52 and 3.36 per cent respectively. 
T~e intermediate tec~nology (RFC) on the other hand, requires 
r 3.'.-J-cot ton input of 6. 41 m illio n 1 bs. for the pedal and t:r:e poHer 
loom composite units, whict ia about 0.5 per cent hi;her t~an 
the r.;a~ern corrposite unit. Eo:.;ever, it requires an identical 
a.r:1oun~, o£' r:n;-cotto::: wl:.en su;:,plyi::~ y:1rn to tlce hcmclloo!;l we.::.'Ters, 
as t~~ wa3ta~e lev~l for both the tec~nologies h~ve been taken 
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to be identical • The AT~A pedal and the KVIC hand spinning 
require rn~-cotton in~ut of 6.65 and 6.72 million lbs. respec-
tively, 1:rhen su:~l!l,ji:-t: ~r-::.rn to the tandloorn Heavers. The A":.'Jt-. 
S:Jl!1!1H'-6 
perlaljnee:i;:; 4.23 an:: 3.75 per cent more ra· . .; material than the 
modern and the RFC com~osite technologies, and about 1 per cent 
more when these units are supplying yarn to the handloom weavers. 
The KVIC hand-spinninc; rea uires 2. 75 , 4. 84 and 5.33 per cent 
- Service t.:entre 
rnore raw-cotton than t~e/~odern and the R7C composite technolo-
gies • When all the technologies are supplying yarn to the 
handloorn weavers, the KVIC hand-spinning requires about 1.05 
per cent more ra~-cotton than the modern and the RFC spinning 
and about 1.01 per cent more than the ATDA pedal spinning. It, 
therefore appears that the KVIC spinning requires the highest 
level of input followed by the ATDA pedal, RFCjJW~e1.he modern 
spinning technologies. As regards the co~posite unit, the 
modern technology requires the lowest level of raw-cotton 
followed by the RFC co~nosite and the handloom weaving. 
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NOTES (Chapter-4) 
In the UK very few textile manufacturers at present 
. . 
make pre-paratory weaving machinery. Enquiries revealed 
that most of the machinery in the UK markets come from 
the USA. 
£/ A manufacturer in Rumania and its local agents in 
Bangladesh had been contacted but no information could 
be 9btained. 
11 At a later stage of this study , the prices of the Indian 
machinery were found , but the difference in these prices 
were insignificant i.e about 5 to 8 per cent. 
~I A similar kind of loom viz. C.R((Sem~-auto) loom is 
widely used in Bangladesh. A survey of these looms has 
estimated their average production at 11.32 yards per day, 
which is identical to that of the Indian Pedal loom. 
Therefore, the Pedal loom will attain the Indian level 
of production under B~nglade~h co~dltlon. 
i"' ... 
Small Scale Textile Industry, by··~ia Alam, M.S., published .. 
by the Micro Industries Development Assistance Society, 




Recommendation for a Co-operative Development 
I 
Programme for 
the Handloom Weaving Industry in Bangladesh, by 
l.L.O., June. 1976. pp. 15-17. 
Maldonado,A.,
11 Field investigation shows that there are some handloom 
weavers who can barely manage to buy yarn for 40 ~d~ of 
warp-beam. 
!1 Discussion with the local machine manufacturer indfcates 
that it is possible to make such machine locally at a 
cost used later. 
!l Utility areas include some extra spaces within the weaving 
shed, where operations like Bobbin making, Pirn winding and 
other preparatory weaving can be performed. 
